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            We secure the world's automation
        

We support industrial companies to increase transparency in their heterogeneous production systems on a data basis to avoid production downtime and significantly increase manufacturing efficiency and safety.
  


                        Discover octoplant
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            Webcast: NIS2 - Are you ready?
        

Learn from NIS2 expert Dr. Swantje Westpfahl how to successfully meet the new cybersecurity standards.
  


                        Register now
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            Webcast: How to Create a Backup for TIA-PLC?
        

Learn from TIA Portal expert Michael Grollmus how to avoid production downtimes. Gain practical insights into automated backups and effective data management using the SIEMENS TIA Portal as an example.


                        Request a video
                    










    
            Minimize downtime, reduce errors and increase safety in automated environments through better data management
        

Make a program change you wish you hadn’t? Lose the only copy of the device program? Not sure if the program running is the right one? Need to view device change data, anytime, anywhere? We secure the world's automation.
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            Centralize data for complete visibility
        
The central data storage provides you with more control and management of your programs.
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            Detect cyberattacks for more security
        
Detect unauthorized changes to running control programs, enable audit trails and user permissions to improve cyber security.
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            Increase productivity and reduce downtime
        
Avoid costs due to production downtimes and increase overall equipment efficiency.
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            Speed up disaster recovery
        
In case of emergency, you can restore the correct program data at the push of a button.










    
            The world's most recognised brands trust us
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                Due to your current cookie consent, the videos cannot be displayed.

                    Please accept the marketing cookies, for the video to be displayed.
            

                Change cookie settings
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            Embracing Industry 4.0 with AUVESY-MDT
        

Our software solutions enable industrial companies with automated production facilities and manufacturing processes to have uniform central data and information storage, fully automated data backup, version management with detailed change identification, clear documentation, and a high level of user-friendliness.
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            The new octoplant software solution centralizes the complete management of the entire plant in one system
        

	Get an overview of your asset landscape, organize devices and drivers, and log the history of changes.
	Reduce downtime and use the change history to restore configurations. Quickly find and upload the correct version.
	Implement regulatory workflows and compliance requirements and easily provide the necessary documentation for audits.
	Identify potential risks or vulnerabilities and get recommendations to maximize reliability and stability.
 	 

Learn more








    
             NIS2 - Are you ready?
        

On May 14, learn from NIS2 expert Dr. Antje Westpfahl how cybersecurity is tightening for manufacturing companies and what actions need to be taken by the end of 2024.


                        Register for the webcast
                    









    
            What's new at AUVESY-MDT?
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        News
    

        How Small Mistakes Can Lead to Millions in Damage
    

            In manufacturing, small mistakes can lead to significant damage. Discover how visibility into your manufacturing operations can help you identify and prevent risks early.
        










            Read more
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        Press
    

        Another Year of Record Growth for AUVESY-MDT
    

            The global demand for version control software in manufacturing environments has continued to grow strongly over the past year. As a result, AUVESY-MDT has experienced significant growth for the fourth year in a row.
        




            Read more
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        News
    

        Novotek is now a Preferred Partner
    

            At the end of February one of our most important partners, the Novotek Group,  became the first to sign the contract for our new partner program.
        




            Read more
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        News
    

        New Devices and Editor Updates
    

            Discover which new devices and editors have been successfully integrated into octoplant since February 2023.
        




            Read more
        
Show more








    
            Case studies
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            Yichang Humanwell Pharmazeutika
        

Yichang Humanwell Pharmaceuticals relies on AUVESY-MDT to ensure error-free anesthetic production. Centralized data management to comply with strict regulations and minimize risks.
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             Volkswagen (Anhui) Automotive Company Limited
        

Discover how automatic backups and centralized data management enhance maintenance efficiency in Volkswagen Anhui's production.






Read case study

    
            Worth knowing
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            Intelligent data management in production
        

Gain insights from diverse sources and leverage modern Business Intelligence for informed decisions. Explore octoplant pro hub.
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            The Five Foremost Challenges in the Manufacturing Industry
        

Industrial production systems are getting ever more complex and it is becoming increasingly difficult for maintenance engineers and plant managers to keep full control of automated production. Find out how you can reduce the risk of breakdown and set outstanding quality and safety standards. 






Learn more
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            IT/OT Convergence: Opportunities and Risks of Connected Manufacturing
        

In connected manufacturing, the convergence of IT and OT presents efficiency opportunities and insights. However, security risks arising from attacks on OT systems demand new strategies.
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            OT Data Management & Resilience Check
        

Well Positioned? Discover Optimization Potentials in Your Production Data Management in Just 3 Minutes.






Start check now
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            GET IN CONTACT WITH US
        


                        Any questions about our products?
                    
If there’s anything at all you want to know about change management, version control, documentation or automatic backups, then we will be delighted to help!
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                            Register now
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             Quick links
        


	End-of-Life versiondog & AutoSave
	Industries
	Sleep well at night
	Backup Siemens TIA Portal
	Device Finder








    
            About AUVESY-MDT
        


	Company Information
	Careers
	News and Press
	Events
	Case Studies
	Newsletter








    
             Information
        


	Data privacy policy
	Declaration of consent
	Imprint
	General terms and conditions
	Vulnerability Management
	Reporting a compliance case









    
            Contact
        

GERMANY - AUVESY GmbH
 Phone: +49 6341 6810-300

 USA - AUVESY-MDT
 Phone: +1.678.297.1000

 CHINA - AUVESY Data Management Solutions Co., Ltd.
 Phone +86 25 52235097
Contact us
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Follow us
	LinkedIn
	Xing
	WeChat
	YouTube
	Facebook
	Instagram
	Kununu
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